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FOREWORD

With the School Leadership Digest series, the National
Association of Elementary School Principals adds another
project to its continuing program of publications designed .to
offer school leaders essential information on a wide range of
critical concerns in education.

The School Leadership Digest is a series of monthly reports
\on top priority issues in education: At a time when decisions

in education must be made on the \basis of increasingly com-
plex information, the Digest provides school administrators
with concise, readable analyses of the most important trends
in schools today, as well as points up the pra,,ical implica-
tions of major research findings.

By special cooperative arrangement, the series draws on
the extensive research facilities and expertise of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Educational Management. The titles in the

(----series" were planned and developed cooperatively by both
organizations. Utilizing the resources of the ERIC network,
the Clearinghouse is responsible for researching the topics
and preparing the copy for publication by NAESP.

The author of this report, Terry Barraclough, is employed
by the Clearinghouse as a research analyst and writer.

Paul L. Flouts Stuart C. Smith
Director of Publications Assistant Director and Editor
Ni1ESP ERIC/ GEN!



INTRODUCTION

It is interesting to note that many administrators and teach-
ers have taken the position that teacher and administrator per-
formance is too involved and complicated to measure and rank;
while teachers have ranked students by 'specific grades through
the years with equally complicated and unreliahl.: evidence.

Lit' Vaughn

Administrators have always been evaluated in one way. or
another. Decisions on hiring, training, promotion, and firing
of administrators have always been necessary, and such deci,
sinus are based on some sort of' evaluation, whether formal Or
informal, of administrative performance.

Formal evaluation of administrators is a direct result of the
increasing size and complexity of the educational enterprise.

-The Battelle Memorial Institute points out that, unlike busi-
ness and industry, schOol systems have not traditionally had
formal procedures for evaluating administrators. When schools
were small and simply structured, top administrators did
not need a fOrmal proceciure because they could assess the
strengths and weaknesses of their subordinates from firsthand
knowledge. "The. accelerated growth of most school systems
within the past three decades, however, has produced organi-
zations.of greater size and complexity, and formal procedures
for evaluating administrators have become a necessity."

The Concept of accountability also has affected administra-
tor evaluation. As the public, and in many cases the
tore, pressed schools to become accountable for their product,
a formal administrator evaluation process became an indispen-
sable part of school operations.

Administrator evaluation serves two major purposes: First,
an evaluation Jells the administrator how well he. is doing his .

job. Second, it lets others know hoWwell the administrator is
doing his job. The Battelle Memorial Institute explains why
both participants in the evaluation procedure benefit: "It not



only enables the top administrator to get a better understand-
ing of how effectively an administrative subordinate is per-
forming but it also facilitates the subordinate's work by
providing him with information concerning his supervisor's
expectations, the important responsibilities of his job, and the
alternatives open to hiM in performing his job."

In addition, evaluation provides information useful in the
promotion, transfer, training, and counseling of administra-
tors. 'According to the institute, evaluation "indicates how
effectively an administrator is functioning in his job and
whether or not he should continue in that job." Evaluation
results also affect contract renewal.

The need. for formal ealttation procedures is being met in
a variety of %vays, not all of which are reliable or fair to the
adminis razor. One school system may use a checklist form to
rate administrators against predetermined standaids. Another
district may use the information in an administrator's person-
nel files to determine his competence. Still another may use
the job targets approac-h, working with the administrator to
set objectives and detennine the administrator's success at
meeting those objectives.

Each approach has advantages and disadvantages, and each
has its adherents. The school district must decide which ap-
proach and then which instrument or procedure hest meet
district needs. This paper reviews literature on evaluation phi-
losophies, problems, procedures, and instruments, in theory
and in practice,. to help 'the district make those decisions.



EVALUATION PHILOSOPHY:
QUESTIONS A DISTRICT SHOULD ASK

Initiating an administrator 'evaluation system demand:; a
great deal of planning to ensure that a reliable and fair system
%%all result. Ilic system must, first of all, conform to district
goals and policies. If a school district is comMitted to human-

.istic goals, for example, the evaluation system will have to he
designed to encourage pursuit of those goals.

In order to tailor the c-..aluation system to,district needs,
the planners should ask .themselves four key question;: What
information should the system provide? Flow \in that infor-
mation he used 1Vhich personnel will he evaluated? and, \Vim
\\all evaluate them? The answers to these questions will differ
foan.district to district hut kill provide each district with its
own philosOphy of eV;i111;.6()11. phil0S6pll is, al ter
all, nothing more than the answers to these four questions.

What Information Should an Evaluation System Provide?

the district should decide why they need an evaluation
system. What do they neel tO know about the :alministrator?
According to.Campbell, the first step is one of clarifying the
purposes or functions of :ahninistration.-

After deciding on the purposes of administration, the dis-
trict can decide the qualities necessary in an administrator
;Ind can set up the evaluation system ..tecordingly.'"1:he system
should he designed, alter all, to let the district know if an ad-
ministrator is good at administration..

Campbell suggests that the major functions of an adminis-
trator are

I: To influence the goals and purposes of the organization and to
help' clarify those purposes in and out of the organization

2. To encourage and support the development of pritgrams de-
signed to implement the purposes

3. To recruit and organize persoris into productive teams to



,....
implemPnt the'ap.,propriate programs

1. To procure and allocate the necessary resources to support the
programs in the order of priority established

5. To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency by which all of
these functions are being achieved

.
.

Therefore, the majOr emphasis of an evaluation system should
he to ascertain whether the administrator is performing his
five functions in a manner satisfactory to the district.

NIcCleary believes that "the purpose of evaluation is to
monitor the system anti insure quality control." To achieve
this end, he recommends that information on the administra-
tor's degree of skill' his ability to perform certain functions,
his problem-solving ability, and his degree of "appropriate
concern" for educational values be collected to measure his
performance. Even criteria this vague can help the district
pick a fitting evaluation system..,

Pharis argues that "evaluation should be a matching of-in-
tent to results, a comparison of what was expected to happen
with chat did happen." This- orientation demands that the
district he specific in setting targets for administrative per-
formance. Any evaluation system designed according to this
ideal must' provide information on the administrator's suc-
cess at reaching each target. \

The Battelle Memorial. Institine advocates a s milar ap-
proach..

The key to an objective performance-evaluation prottedure is
ithe specification of job responsibilities.... The sul»rdinate,

understanding these, is aware of what is expected of iim. The
supervisor, in turn, can point his evaluation toward perform-
ance in relation to the established job responsibilities. In this
way, the evaluation can be both fair and objective.

The evattlation system ,must, therefore, discover evidence of
the administrator's performance of specific job responsibili-
tieS.

lVliat the district wants to find out about icicninistrative
. performance will determine the information necessary for
evaluation. The next question to he answered concerns the
ultimate use of that information.



How Will the Information Be Used?

The information gathered from an evaluation can, ()I' course,
he used in many vVaS.. It Call :lid the district in making deci-
sions ttbout the :tdministratur. It can also help the administra
for kru)w where he st:mds.

The school district often uses evaluation results to reward,
punish, or motivate talministrati4s. Among, the various pur-
poses- of evaluating achnittktrators, Redfern cites four that
predomin,e;

I. to idcntify areas needing improvement
2. tc. measure- current performance againSt prescribed sttindards
3. to establish evidence to dismiss personnel
-1. to enable the individual to formulate appropriate performance

objectives

Ctstct ter .111(1 Ileisler enumerate several uses of evaluation
results:

Place the individual in the system where he can realize his own
objectives and contribute effectively to those of the organiza-
tion
Motivate personnel toward achieving personali and system goals
Improve performance
Uncover abilities
Ascertain the potential of di" individual to perform various
types of tasks
Encourage self-development
Point up continuing education needs
Provide a guide for salary determination
Facilitate mutual understanding between superior and subordi-,
IlatO
'Transfer, demote, promote, or dismiss personnel
Determine whether the organization should retain the indi-
vidual as a permanent member
lest the validity of recruitment and selection procedures

Rosenberg reminds the district that evaIrtation also gives
II)) ulministrator insight into areas III strength ancl weakness
and clues to greater elfectiveness.Evalttat ion clarifies the role
expectations held for die adminktrator bv himself, stu-
dents, staff, community and central administration, And



evaluation can he instrumental in a "career development pro-
gram" by- identifying those administrators who possess the
potential to fill specialized roles in the school system.

The major point of any evaluation is and should he, again
according to Rosenberg,'' "to guide and counsel the Princi-
palnot to check up on him." Used in the traditional manner,
to reward or punish the administrator, evaluation loses its
value as a counseling tool. Used constructively to let the ad-
ministrator know where he is expected to go, how he can get
there, and 'here he can look for help, evaluation becomes a
positive force in the school.

Lamb agrees with Rosenberg when he notes that adminis-
trators must he reassured that evaluation can be help fu! to
them. The administrator under evaluation must feel that the
.process is meant to assist him in the performance of his duties
and is not meant to he a ,"weapon" against him.

In order for evaluation to be helpful to the administrator, it
must emphasize future instead of past performance, according
to Pharis. Only by stressing the future can the evaluation proc-
ess motivate the ..administrator to improve his performance.

Whether evaluation results are used by the district or by the
administrator for reward, for punishment, or for counseling
will further limit the tchoices in setting\ up an evaluation.sys-
tem. The next step is deciding which Personnel to evaluate.

Which Personnel Will Be Evaluated?

111 the writers agree that principals, at least, should be
evaluated. Rosenberg; in his 197 I article, states that "a good
administrator evaluational program will result in a compre-
hensive, valid and reliable appraisal of the effectiveness of

. each and every school principal in a school district."
Pharis notes that "principals tend to view evaluation like a

mother -in- law -- necessary but sometimes difficult to live with."
Rut even the principals themselves agree about the necessity
of evaluation.

: \s DeVaughn writes, "advocates of accountability and

*1973.



courts of law are demanding an evaluation system for all per:
3onnel." Nlany state and local legislative bodies are requiring
evaluation of both teaching and administrative personnel..

This demand for evaluation of all personnel is being met by
most school districts with any sort of evaluatiOn system. Red-
fern :confirms that, accor,,ling to an Educational Research
Service survey, "evaluation programs apply to all administra-
tive personnel in most instances."

Who Are the Evaluators?

Most \vriters.referto persons responsible for evaluation as
supervisors. It would appear from the research that these.per-

..

sound are in general responsible for supervision of the admin-
istrator, are in fact administrators themselves; and are in no
way limited to evaluation in their' duties.

Although the literatureIsVague on this subject, it seems
reasonable to 'expect the personnel responsible for evaluation
to be 4:xperts in evaluation technique. Thus, the assessment
task should he handled by persons who have been trained in
the techniques used by the district and whose other duties
w(nild not interfere. with the job of evaluation.

There are other questions a district co',.4: ask, and one of
the more common is: Should adminis,:nor self-evaluation be
a part of the evaluation process? R rit believes that self-
evaluation "is the starting point of a comprehensive assess-
ment of performance effectiveness." I)eVaughn contends that
self-evaluation can add a dimension to the evaluation process,
as "the evaluatee perhaps best knows his strengths and weak-
ncsses."

I lowsam and Franco advise the school district to play down
formal evaluation. Their approach, while contrary-to most of
the. research, is at least food for thought. Th6, suggest devel-
oping an organizational climate conducive to performance,
rather than relying on evaluation to motivate administrators.
Most publics and legislatures, however, require more objective
evidence of administrative success than the job satisfaction of
the administrator.

7



PROBLEMS IN EVALUATION:
CAN THE RESULTS BE-TRUSTED?

Rosenberg,* passes a severe judgment on current administra-
tive appraisal systems, calling them "woefully inadequate and
unfair," and based on "unacceptable evidence collected with
undesirable methods from undesirable sources." Obviously,
no evaluation system is free of problems, nor is there likely to
be one. Culbertson points out that, because of the incomplete
development of the sciences of education and management,
an infallible evaluation system cannot be guaranteed.
,..,Nevertheless, an understanding of some of the more com-

mon problems should help a school district plan its evaluation
process more realistically so that those problems can at least
be minimized.

Campbell identifies three very general evaluation problems.
First, forces from inside and outside the school limit what an
administrator can do. For instance, Campbell states,

do not recall it single major proposal sponsored by the Board
of Education or the General Superintendent of the Chkago
Schools over a recent four-year peHod that did not meet with
the immediate Opposition of 40 to 60 per cent of:the citizens. .

Administrators often work within very narrow tolerances.

These limitations can keep an administrator from living up to
an evaluator's expectations.

Second, no commonly accepted definition of the adminis-
trator's role exists. Campbell indicatds the wide variety of ad-
ministrator role expectations held by the public, as well as by
Those in the schools. Some expect the administrator to be
primarily an educator; whereas others see him as "an adroit
manager of the organization," or as a public relations manager
wh,se chief duty is to gain public support ("both. pSycho-
logical and financial") for the schools. This disagreement
makes evaluation difficult.

*1971.
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Third, conflicts in values complicate the task of evaluation.
For example, administrators are caught in the middle of the
debate between humanists, who advocate student freedcm,
and disciplinarians, who favor strict enforcement of rules.

Castetter and I leislcr cite more specific problems. Evalua-
tions often focus on the personality of the administrator,
rather than on results, and most evaluators are not qualified
to appraise personality. Also, evaluation results are not used
to encourage individual development, so evaluation loses its
value as a counseling tool.

In addition, evaluations and evaluators are influenced by
the district and are often 'biased. What. is expected of an
administrator is seldom made clear before evaluation, and
administrators frequently do not understand the criteria
against which .their performance will be measured.

Process of Evaluation

Once the process of evaluation has begun; other problems
surface. Pharis reports two flaws in all evaluation procedures.
The first; the hale effect, is the tendency to rate a person highly
for various subjective reasons. The second, the horn effect, is

the tendency to rate a pet-son poorly for subjective Tt.'aS071S.
Evaluators tend to turn in favorable evaluations because of

an administrator's past record. Good work in the past can
carry over into the present, and a good job yesterday is more
impressive than a good job last week or last month.. An evalua-
tor also tends to have blind spots. He fails to see defects
similar to his own. lie may alsb rate administrators he likes
higher than he rates those he dislikes.

The horn effect works in the opposite direction. An evalua-
tor's expectations may be too high. He may also rate poorly
the person who disagrees too frequently, or the maverick who
simply does not conform. Guilt by association can cause a
rating to fall, since a man is often judged by the company he
keeps.- In addition, it dramatic incident, a recent mistake of
large proportions, can soil an otherwise unspotted record.

Several other procedure problems are apparent to Castetter
and Heisler. Traditional evaluation procedures keep the

9



evaluator and administrator froil communicating effectively
ith each other. The evaluator's heavy reliance on feelings

instead of facts causes the administrator to react defensively.

Evaluation Instruments

Evaluation instruments are often .1:why. 3ernstein and
Sawyer argue that subjective evaluation instruments- graphs,
checklists, and similar devicesare seldom adequate to meas-
ure an administrator's performance. Such instruments usually
use general and impersonal criteria and sometimes confuse
means and ends.

Castetter and Heisler also feel that must' instruments tend
to fragment the administrator, into personality parts. Even
when added N)gether,those parts do not give a complete pic-
ture of the administrator, let alone of his performance.

nark distrusts .most evaluation instruments. He complains
that "typical rating instruments devote considerable space to
manner of dress, oral expression, and other factors that are
more indicative of personality than adMinistrative ability."
He believes, in addition, that checklist evaluations are one-
sidedf and subjective. Such evaltiations do not encourage the
administrator to. participate in the process of evaluation, and
they do nothelp-him improve his performance.

Checklists measure. the person rather than the job. They
do not document administrator performance. The multiple
evaluator checklists used by many districts merely compound
the snbjectivity.

Another type of evaluation, usually called secondary results
evaluation, uses the achievements of those tinder supervision
to evaluate administrator performance. For example, princi-
pals are often evaluated according to student scores on stand-
ardized 'tests. Such evaluations often credit the administrator
with too much control over his environment.

Files or personnel records are also used occasionally to
evaluate the administrator. Pharis contends, however, that
files include to much irrelevant matter to he useful in docu-
menting administrative performance.

10



EVALUATION PROCEDURES:
TAKING THE NECESSARY STEPS

While there is considerable disagreement concerning meth-
ods and instruments of .evaluation, most, writers agree that
the district should establish a set of procedures in advance.
These procedures then provide ;t framework for the evaluation
process.

. Specific procedurey..mav differ from one district to the
next, depending on the particular evaluation methods and
instruments used. There is general agreement, however, on at
least lour steps in the task of evaluation: the preevaluation
conference, evaluation, the postevaluation conference, and
followup action. Many of the researchers would add adminis-
trator self-evaluation to.the list of essential procedures.

The Preevaluation Conference

DeVaughn considers the preevaluation conference essential
and says that evaluation "should begin with orientation of
evaluatees and evaluators, as \yell as reviewing officials" to
the policy, procedures, and instruments of evaluation. In this
way, each person concerned with the evaluation process will
know what is expected of him.

Brick and Sanchis cite four purposes of the preevaluation
conference in the job targets approach:

t. Identification of the current school needs
2. Nlutual development of goals by the principal and his evaluator
3. Translation of goals in measurable objectives

Selection of activities throngh which each objective will be
achieved ,

Poliakoll agrees that the administrator and his evaluator
should meet to set goals and time limits and to develop a
program of action to meet those goals.

The preevaluation conference is admittedly more important
to the job targets approach than to the performance star ....dais

1 I



approah. Fair evaluation, however, will always let the ad-
ministrator in on the district's expectations of him, the instru-
ments used to evaluate him, anti the criteria he will be expected
to meet. Ile should know the rules of the game before he is
asked to play. These purposes arc best served by a conference
of the administrator and his evaluators prior to evaluation.

Evaluation

The actual evaluation must assess the overall job done be
the administrator, according to ,Brick anti Sanchis. This part
is by far the most difficult and uncertain aspect of the evalua-
tion process.

Peebles maintains that evaluation should include "sufficient
contact with the individual in his usual working area so that
the evaluator feels competent to discuss the evaluatee's per-

_ formance." I)eVaughn calls for ongoing appraisal of adminis-
trative performance after the "job tasks" have been agreed
upon. Ile enOlasizes that this continuous evaluation should
be constructively communicated to the evaliatee, who should
be offered assistance in his efforts toimprove his perform-
ance. I lis faihires, as well as his accomplishments, should be
given "forthright recognition."

The particul: evaluation method depends on the instru-
ment or approach used. The process of gathering information
for a job targets evaluation differs sharply from that of filling
out objective forms, for example. Whatever the instrument or
approach, the evaluation itself is a crucial stage in any admin-
istrator evaluation system.

The Postevaluation Conference

The postevaltwion conference is recommended as an ap-
propriate feedback mechanism for the administrator. Such
a conference should include the same personnel as the
preevaluation. conference and should be, to all intents and
Purposes, an extension of the earlier conference.

It is in the postevaluation conference that the administra-
tor is informed of evaluation results and given the opportunity

12



to discuss his job performance with the evaluator. Peebles
cites three areas of discussion: the goals or objectives agreed
on in the preevaluation conference, the administrator's:oerall
performance according to district standards, and the adminis-
trator's performance of specific responsibilities.

The postevaluation conference is the recycling stage of
evaluation. At this point, the results are in and it is up to We
administrator and the evaluator to use the administrator's
.past performance to predict his future success and, more spe-
cifically, to set, new goals for him. Followup action must also
he determined.

Followup Action

Redfern describes followup \action as "certain kinds of sub-
sequent act ivities to reinforce 'actions taken during the vear."
These activities might include, for example, further work on
a particular project, additional training, or renewed attention
to ;1 pressing problem.

The administrator and evaluator should, during the post-
evoluation conference, "pinpoint those activities," and "con-
sider next steps.- Redfern Warns, however, that ."if it appears
that followup assistance should be given, the evaluator should
make commitments .realistically, Promises that can't be kept
shouldn't be made."

Followup action is not mandatory in the majori,ty of eases.
When the need for such action is indicated, however, the ad-
minis.trator and evaluator should consider it with the same
care and attention to detail that characterized the preealua-
...Lion conference. Carefully planned followup action can be a
means of improving administrative performance.

What happens if the evaluation is unfavorable, or if there is
contention over the results? The administrator should be
given, and is often legally guaranteed,. the right to a hearing
on the results of an evaluation. This is especially true if his
job hangs in the balance.

Poliakoff cites three solutions to the problem of disagree-
,i;i'lent over evaluation results: both the evaluator's findings
and the administrator's self-evaluation can go on file,. the

\3



administrator can appeal to a higher authority or to a griev-
ance board, or the administrator can be counseled.

The latter solution is perhaps the most novel. Under the
Worcester, Nlassachusetts, evaluation system, the 'achninistra-

\ tor can be counseled by three supervisors other than his origi-
nal evaluator. The administrator chooses one consultant, the
original evaluator chooses one, and the two consultants al-
ready chosen choose the third.

For a period of six weeks, the three consultants monitor
the administrator and suggest sources of assistance. If, after
the consultation, the evaluation is still negative, the adminis-
trator is subject to reevaluation the follOwing year. This pro-
cedure gives the administrator ample opportunity to learn
what is expected of him and to improve his performance
zit cordingly.

Self-Evaluation

Although not all writers agree on the necessity of self-
evaluation, there is considerable agreement on its value in a
well- designed evaluation system. Ideally, it would occur at the
same time as evaluation by a trained evaluator. .

Noting that "sell- assessment is a subtle process," Redfern
outlines .the necessarily subjective nature of self-evaluation.
The administrator's assessment of his own accomplishments
and failures necessitatesimeasuring behavior by personal goals
(ar opposed to comparing oneself with others). The process
of evaluating oneself is "easier-said than done," requiring the
ability to accept the results of thar.assessment, both failures
and successes.

.Self- evaluation of this sort will supplement the evaluator's
opinions and provide a check on the evaluation system. The
:results of self-evaluation are a valid part of the total picture
rif administrative performance. Self-evaluation will also give
the administrator insight into his own performance and.will
enable him to participate in the evaluation process. It can, in
addition, help the administrator to see evaluation as something
that happens with him, not to him.

14



THE EVALUATION METHOD:
FINDING THE RIGHT YARDSTICK

Evaluation methods fall into two general categories: .the
performance standards approach and the job targets approach.
The performance standards process involves rating the admin-
istrator against 'standards detertnined in advance by the dis-
trict. Procedures utilizing objective rating instruments (such
as checklists) ai e included in this category. The major assump-
tion underlying this method of evaluation is .that.administra-
tor performance can he accurately and fairly measured by
predetermined, "objective" criteria that measure general,
overall pei formance (as opposed to the achievement of spe-
cific goals).

Unlike the performance standards approach, the job targets
approach measures administrative performance by determin-
ing district goals, setting specific objectives, and assessing the
administrator's success or failure in the achievement of these
objectives. It usually allows for the administrator's direct par-
ticipation in the objective-setting process, and the administra-
tor himself often helps to determine the standards against
which he will be measured. This approach draws on manage-

. ment by objectives theory adopted from business.

The Performance Standards-Approach

Most evaluation instruments now used in the schools meas-
ure an administrator against a set of predetermined perform-
ance standards. Over three-fourths of the instruments reported
in a 1971 Educational Research Service report arc of this
type. Checklists, secondary results evaluations, "file".evalua-
dons, and a few other instruments employ the performance
standards approach.

Checklists ask an evaluator to compare an administrator's
performance to a list of standards by rating the administrator
on a scale, selecting a descriptive phrase; or commenting in
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writing. In most cases, the school district sets the standarck,
thereby outlining what it expects of an administrator. The
evaluation itself compares expectations to results.

The Washington Principal Evaluation Inventory (WPM),
prepared .by Richard Andrews, is typical of instru-
ments. The WPEI lists administrator responsibilities and asks
the evaluator to circle the letter A if the administrator always
Fulfills the responsibility, 0 if he often fulfills it,. OC if he
occasionally fulfills it,. S if he .se/dom fulfills it, and N if he
never fulfills it. Some of the listed responsibilities arc

2. Gains the esteem of his staff by demonstrating a genuine re-
spect for them

8. Facilitates staff participation in community activities
9. Assists staff in understanding their professional roles and re-

sponsibilities
14. Organizes staff so that authority and responsibility are clearly

understood
18. Effectively contributes to the resolution of student discipline

problems
19. Establishes- an efficient communications network within the

school
25. !kindles the routine functions of administration in an efficient

manner
28. Contributes to orderly changes in the staff and the system
10. Relates to staff members in informal as well as formal situations
41. Operates within the framework of the established school sys-

tem policies
52. Understands the function of the school in relation to the com-

munity
58. Understands the community and its impact on education
59. Foresees those actions needed to improve the function of the

school
60. Clearly interprets the school district's policies to his staff
(;3. Provides for efficient use of school equipment and facilities

Beall describes a prc)cess designed to provide the adminis-
trator with information on how well he is contributing to
learning. In this process. the administrator and evaluator meet
to establish standards of student progress and to agree on
techniques For assessing that progress. The evaluation then
consists' of comparing actual zinc' projected student progress.
This pros ess assumes that the administrator has a vast measure
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of control over an equally vast number of variables.
Sonic school districts use personnel files and special evalua-

tion files to rate administrators. Pharis describes such a proc-
ess:

:\ file is maintained for each person who is to he evaluated.
Everything-- good and badthat. comes.to the attention of the
evaluator goes into the folder. It might contain summaries of
observations, statements of assistance requested or given, tran-
scripts of courses taken, letters of commendation and com-
plaint, clippings, Or anything else the file keeper finds. At the
appointed time the file is reviewed, and a judgment made.

To perform this type of evaluation, the evaluator must wade
through an enormous quantity of largely irrelevant material.

Denny suggests a. different performance standards ap-
proach: a report card to be filled out by the administrator
himself. The card consists of a combination of objective and
subjective questions covering six general areas: pupils, pro-
gram, personnel, professional improvement, public relations,
and physical plant. 'Ibis approach allows the administrator to
rate himself, but against Standards already determined by the
district.

Carvell reports yet a different practice. The Ocean View,
California, district uses a battery of instruments to determine
administrator competence. The instruments are used in bat-
tery to cover all aspects of administrative performance.

Performance standards evaluations of any kind are eco-
nomical of time, energy,_and Money. They do, however, have
some serious drawbacks. .

Since the evaluator is asked his opinion of how an adminis-
trator measures* up to a set of standards, the evaluation is
highly subjective. Many instruments are poorly designed. The
administrator is rarely, if ever, consulted in establishing the
standards against which he will he measured. In addition,
performance standards are inflexible and do not allow for
changes in circumstances or specific tasks.

Pharis argues for an evaluation system that measures reality.
He expects a well-designed system to consider only the varia-
bles under an administrator's control. Such a system should
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spell out clearly and in advance thecriteria against which the
administratorjs to be measured:

Evaluations should not be subject to different conclusions
by different evaluators, and the \administrator should be al-
lowed some voice in determining ' goals. Only one evaluation

t. lies\ Pl -.'approach currently in use sa.ts natts tit a and avoids
most of the pitfalls of the performance standards approach:
the job targets approach.

The Job Targets Approach
r

In an attempt to ensure fair and reliable evaluations, many
school districts arc turning to job targets evaluation. This ap-
proach involves setting job targets- -often called pc/forma/we
objectives -in advance, then determining the administrator's
success at meeting those targets.

The job targets approach is perhaps more time-consuming
than the per formar7e standards approach, but it has several
advantages. The evaluation is tailored to the administrator
and to the specific jobs he performs. And it provides the dis-
trict with reliable evidence of the administrator's performance.

Determining Job Targets

As Bernstein and Sawyer remark, "the modern principal
must be evaluated in terms of how well he organizes the re-
sources at his command, first to define and then to achieve
truly important job targets.'' Actually, determining job targets
involves two steps. The. first step is deciding on district goals.
The second is developing specific job targets.

General district goals; as .noted previously in this paper,
should be decided even before an evaluation system is imple-
mented. Other, more specific goals may be set during the
preevaluation conference. This goal-setting enables the admin-
istrator and his evaluator to see the full range of possible job
targv :s.

After goals are set, specific job targets must be agreed on.
Bernstein and Sawyer point out that the principal should I'm-7
mulate "a thorough overview" of his staff's ideas about what



should be dune in the school, taking their desires into account
in the definition of job targets. But because not all staff
views can be realistically. incorporated into job targets, the
administrator and his supervisor should carefully weigh
the.e suggestions to determine which ,te "acceptable and
achievable."

Numerous Factors should be considered in setting job tar-
gets. Two major criteria are outlined by Bernstein and Sawyer.
First, the targets must be "delimited" so that they can he
precisely defined by the administrator and his staff'. Only
through specific definition can the administrator he expected
to achieve specific results. Second, "a fixed period of time, or
perhaps. t 'series of fixed time-periods" should he estab-
lished to ensure the successful completion of the job targets.
Targets may also be affected by such variables as money, per-
sonnel, and community opinion.

Each job target should be vritten down and should include
a target date zinci a description of the administrator's projected
course of action in reaching the target. This information will
provide the basis for the subsequent evaluation.

Establishing Criteria

After job targets are agreed on, the administrator and
evaluator must set criteria. They must agree on what will he
acceptable as evidence that the administrator has accom-
plished each job target.

The performance criteria must be carefully formulated,
since they form the basis of evaluation. Bernstein and Sawyer
state. that these criteria should define what "minimally ac-
ceptable performance" will he, as \yell as determine the "opti-
mum objective's, i.e., the best results that can reasonably be
hoped for."

The setting of targets and the establishment of criteria,
during the -precvaluation conference will give the adminis-
trator a clear picture of what he isto accomplish and of how
his performance will be gauged. The evaluator Will know what
to look for in the course of the evaluation.
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The Evaluation.

Between the time of the preevaluation conference and the
target date of each job target, the evaluator must gather evi-
dence of the administrator's performance. if self-evaluation is
also a part of the process agreed on, the administrator should
also collect evidence of his performance.

One of the advantages of the job .targets approach is its
adaptability to changing circumstances. During the period of
evaluation, the administrator and evaluator may agree on
extending target dates, recognizing new criteria, or changing
job targets. All such changes should, of course, be written up
and appended to the materials from the precvaluation con-
ference.

After the target dates, the evaluator and the. administrator
should write up their respectiVe evaluations. According to
Redfern,

The evaluator must make a forthright-assessment of the extent
to which the principal has achieved success in attaining the
predetermined performance goals. His judgment must reflect
a thorough knowledge of behavioral changes that. have taken
place, recognition of supervisory assistance provided, and the
results that have been achieved.

The same considerations apply to self-evaluation.
Bernstein and Sawyer remind the evaluator that "the only.

evaluation appropriate for the modern principal is that which
rates him in terms of how wellor how poorlyhe achieved
specific objectives, and what qualities of leadership he revealed
while administering his projects." Redfern .adds a cautionary
note that evaluations "should be supportable by evidence. .

gained by observations and visitations, data collected, con-
ferences held, and assistance provided."

The evaluation is not complete without a postevaluation
conference. At this time, the evaluator and the administrator
can compare their evaluations, discuss the evidence, and re-
Cycle the results.

Recycling the results involves determining followup action,-
'sett ing new job targek, and agreeing, once more, on criteria.
The jot) targets approach to evaluation does not have a
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beginning, middle., .ind end. It is an ongoing process..

One District's Evaluation Plan
One school district's experience with .tdministrator evalua-

tion may he enlightening to other districts initiating evalua-
tion systems. Eugene School District Number 4j in Eugene,
Oregon, has experimented over the past decade with several
approaches to administrator evaluation.

The district initiated administrator evaluation to hold ad-
ministrators accountable for their performance. The infor-
mation provided by the evaluation is used in considering
contract renewal and in monitoring the progress of prOba-
tionary administrators. Ideally, evaluation also enables the
district to improve the process of administration.

:\sked Nvhichpersonnel are evaluated, W. I. Williams, Direc-
tor of Personnel for the Eugene district, replied, "All our
administrative staff are to he evaluated yearly by their super-
visor." Williams also stated that one of the major problems
inherent in evaluation is that the public schools do not have
enough trained evaluation personnel due to a lack of inservice
training in evaluation.

The Eugene district originally evaluated school adminis-
trators with a teacher evaluation instrument. The instrument
outlined district philosophy and goals, provided guidelines
for evaluators, and, asked the evaluator to write brief sum-
maries of the teacher's or administrator's performance in Sev-
e ral areas. The form also provided space for recommendations
on advancement, s..lary, and dismissal.

The flaw in this type of evaluation became apparent. The
instrument was the same for each person and situation, but
duties, goals, and personaliiies of administrators differed. In
short, the evaluation was a procrustean bedthe administra-
tor had to fit the instrument; or else.

For this reason the district turned to a different evaluation
system. The new process begins with writing a job descrip-
tion for each administrator. Then the evaluation employs a

*Inperson interview with author, April 1, 197,1.
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combination of instruments: a checklist of general adminis-
trative performance and a. separate form for writing up "per-
formance goals," or job targets.

Phis combir ation- of approaches enables the district to get
a much more detailed picture of administrator performance.
As Williams noted, each person responds individually, and
"no matter what the goals arc, the processes ought to be
different." The job targets approach allows the district to
monitor. each individual's approach to a problem or goal with-
out setting arbitrary standards. The checklist adds a more sub-
jective evaluation by the administrator's supervisor.

The success' of the job targets aspect of the evaluation
system has prompted the Eugene district to plan a new evalua-
tion system relying more heavily on the job targets approach.
Since the final details of the new system have yet to be
worked out, little information is available.

Williams indicated, however, that the new appr6ach will
involve mutual development of pet formance goals by the ad-
ministrator and his supervisor. He reminded other districts
that "performance goals should not be restrictive," and that
the evaluation process should always be amenable to change.
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CONCLUSION

The literature on administrator evaluation is often con-
Some writers favor the performance standards ap-

proach in one of its Many VariatiOnS; sonic prefer the job
targets approach. The performance standards approach is by
far the most common. The research, however, gives a great
deal of credence to the job targets approach, which, ideally,,
tailors the evaluation to the individual and to his specific
tasks.

Tlul' performance standards approach lends itself to arbi-
trariness on the part of the district. All decisions concerning
the evaluation process have been made before the adminis-
trator is called in for a preevaluation conference. lie has no
part in setting up the evaluation. The administrator is con-
sulted at every stage in job targets evaluation, however, lie
helps set the specific targets and the criteria against which his
performance Nvill be measured.

DeVaughn reminds districts that "there must be an agree-
ment on the policies, procedures, and instruments to be used
in the evaluation process." The administrator should know
how, why, and when he is to be evaluated. Even students are
given that much warning before they arc graded.

The main point to he made in any discussion of adminis-
trator evaluation is that both the district and the administra-
tor should know what is happening: how the evaluation
works, how far the results can be trusted, and how well the
evaluation works to improve administrator performance. For,
as Rosenberg notes, "only with intelligent evaluation can edu-
cation. become clearly defined, achievement Oriented, and
provided with a rational basis. for policies and decisions and
actions which lead to greater and greater improvements."
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